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Or, expressing the areas of the triangles by the product of adjacent sides 
and sine of included angle, and the moments by the product of lengths of line 
and perpendicular, and expressing the perpendicular by the product of the line 
01 and the sine of the proper angle we have, if angle C12=P, 213-Q, 314==R, 
and the line factors, now all common, be divided out, 

sin(P+ Q+R)sinQ-ssin(P+ Q)sin( Q+R) +sinP sinR=0, 

a trigonometrical identity which reduces to the various forms of the addition 
theorem when Q Jr, P=+r. 

NOTE ON FINDING THE COMPLEMENTARY FUNCTION OF A 
LINEAR DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION WITH CONSTANT 

COEFFICIENTS WHEN THE AUXILIARY 
EQUATION HAS EQUAL ROOTS. 

By B. F. FINKEL. 

The following method, which is the one virtually implied though not ex- 
pressly stated in Forsyth's Differential Equations, Art. 44, p. 64, has the advan- 
tage of simplicity and elegance of presentation, and is worthy, therefore, of being 
better known. Dr. G. E. Fisher, of the University of Pennsylvania, has used 
the method for some vears in his classes. Dr. Fisher does not claim that the 
method is original with him, neither does he remember from whence the sugges- 
tion came to him. 

As I am not aware that it has been published elsewhere, at least in none 
of the text books on the subject that I have examined, it is thought that its ap- 
pearance in the MONTHLY will be helpful to many of its readers. 

Let y=Aeax+Bex+ .........+Le1z be the Complementtary Function of the gen- 
eral linear differential equiation 

+ A I.+ +An-l +Any-V. 

Now if two of the roots are equal, as, for example, a==fl, we have 

y-(A +B)eax+ CeYx + . le + CeY x .......... e1-A e+ ...0e ....... +Lel. * 

We thus lack an arbitrary constant, there now being only n-1. In order to ob- 
tain the complete primitive, let us suppose, for the moment, that a and P are dif- 
ferent, and that A-a=h. A particular solution would then be 

*Forsyth's Differe Gn Equeua4 on4, 8rd edition, p. 64. 
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y=AePx+Beax=Ae(a+h) x+Beax 

for all values of A and B. 

If A= -B= hs Y= h (e(a+h)x-eax) would still be a particular integral. 

When h-O, ,8- and Y= h (e(x+h)x'eax) becomes a particular solution for the 

case of equal roots, that is, 

Lim ~e (a+h)x _e eaX d 
Y-h_ [ h _d [eax] _xeeax 

is a particular solution when a=A. 
Hence, when two roots are equal, in order to find a second particular inte- 

gral, we need only to obtain the derivative with respect to one of the equal roots, 
of the first particular integral. 

Thus, if a=/ and if y=eax is a particular integral, a seeond particular in- 
d 

tegral is y= d [e ax]:=xeax. 

In the same way, we find a third particular integral, if three roots 
are equal. Thus, suppose a=/ =r, and that eax, xeal are two particular integrals. 
If we assume, for the moment, that ,6 and r are different and that r-/3k, we 
would have as a particular integral y=0xevx+DxePx, for all values of C and D. 

1 1 
If a=-D- Y=- (xe(g+k) -xegx) would still be a particular integral. k' k 

When k_?O, r_, and Y==k (xe(g+k)x -xeg) becomes a particular integral for 

the case when /3 But 

Lim xe(P+k)x -xegx] dA[xez]-z2ex. 
~~k~~OLh J 

Hence, if a=,B-r, three particular integrals are eax, xeaw, and x2e 
In the same way we find r particular integrals when r roots are equal. In 

the case of r equal roots, the complenmentary function is 

y=A eax + A2 d (eax) + A3 d2(eaX) + A4 dX (eax) .. 

+Ardxr-1 (ea) + .......... +Lelz. 

Forsyth uses this method in solving example 6, p. 68, though he does not ex- 
pressly state the method. 
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